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Abstract

The R (Si Ge ) materials have been known for over 30 years, but only in the last few years has their uniqueness become evident.5 x 12x 4

Their exotic behaviors include a simultaneous first-order crystallographic–magnetic phase transition, the giant magnetocaloric effect,
enhanced Curie temperature due to the existence of (Si,Ge)–(Si,Ge) bond pairs, and the absence of the magnetic contribution to the heat
capacity below 10 K of ferrimagnetic Nd Ge , which orders at 55 K. These behaviors were observed in our studies of the phase5 4

relationships, crystallography, and the electrical, magnetic and thermal properties of the pseudo-binary 5:4 compounds with R5La, Nd,
Gd, Dy and Lu.  2000 Elsevier Science S.A. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction is closely related to the Sm Ge -type structure. Further-5 4

more, these authors found that Sm Ge phase exists from5 4

The first R Si or R Ge phases were discovered by 0.5#x#1.0 and 0#x#0.2 in the Gd Si –Gd Ge pseudo-5 4 5 4 5 4 5 4

Smith et al. [1] in 1966. They reported that the R Si binary system. These results are summarized in Fig. 1,5 4

(R5Tb, Er and Y) and R Ge (R5Nd, Sm, Gd, Tb, Er along with some new results obtained by us for the5 4

and Y) phases have the Sm Ge orthorhombic structure [2] R (Si Ge ) systems for R5La, Nd, Dy and Lu.5 4 5 x 12x 4

and that Nd Si has a tetragonal structure. Later they [3] In addition, literature data suggests that Nd Si may be5 4 5 4

reported that R Si phases with R5La, Ce, Pr and Nd polymorphic (or perhaps one phase may be stabilized by5 4

have the tetragonal Zr Si -type structure, and those with impurities): Al-Shahery and McColm [6] and Raman [7]5 4

R5Sm, Gd, Tb, Dy, Er and Y crystallize in the Sm Ge - suggest that this compound has the orthorhombic Sm Ge -5 4 5 4

type structure, and that R Ge (R5La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm, type structure, while Smith et al. [3], Eremenko et al. [8],5 4

Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, Tm, Lu and Y) compounds are also and Mokra et al. [9] claim Nd Si has the tetragonal5 4

isostructural with Sm Ge -type structure. This was also Zr Si -type structure. Our results indicate that Nd Si5 4 5 4 5 4

confirmed by Holtzberg et al. [4] for the 5:4 silicides and crystallizes in the Zr Si -type structure, but when doped5 4

germanides for R5Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho and Er. Furthermore, a with Ge, i.e. Nd (Si Ge), this material is isostructural with5 3

study of some Gd (Si Ge ) alloys by these authors [4] Sm Ge (see Fig. 1).5 x 12x 4 5 4

indicated the existence of an intermediate phase for 0.24# Only a little information exists on the physical prop-
x#0.5 with an undetermined crystal structure. Thirty years erties of the R Si and R Ge alloys. The magnetic5 4 5 4

later Pecharsky and Gschneidner [5] showed that this properties of the binary R Si and R Ge phases for5 4 5 4

phase has a monoclinic structure at room temperature and R5Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho and Er and a few ternary compositions
in the Gd (Si Ge ) system were investigated by5 x 12x 4

Holtzberg et al. [4]. They found that the R Si compounds5 4

are ferromagnetic with Curie temperatures ranging from*Corresponding author. Tel.: 11-515-294-7931; fax: 11-515-294-
336 K for Gd Si to 25 K for Er Si , while the R Ge9579. 5 4 5 4 5 4

´E-mail address: cagey@ameslab.gov (K.A. Gschneidner Jr.) phases are antiferromagnetic with the Neel temperatures
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showed that most alloying agents when substituted for
(Si1Ge) destroy the giant magnetocaloric effect, a few
will raise the ordering temperature (Al, Fe, Co and Ni), but
only Ga preserves the giant magnetocaloric effect while
raising the Curie temperature from |276 to |285 K [12].
Additional data on these alloys will be found in references
[13–15]. Below we will briefly summarize some of the
new developments we have made on the Gd (Si Ge )5 x 12x 4

alloys and the R (Si Ge ) systems for R5La, Nd, Dy5 x 12x 4

and Lu.

2. New knowledge on the Gd Si –Gd Ge system5 4 5 4

The initial heat capacity and magnetic measurements on
Gd (Si Ge ) indicated that there were two magnetic5 2 2

transitions in this phase: one a paramagnetic to ferromag-
netic (I) second-order transition upon cooling at 299 K and

Fig. 1. The existence diagram for the R Si –R Ge pseudo-binary alloys.5 4 5 4 a second ferromagnetic (I) to ferromagnetic (II) first-order
To date only the pseudo-binary systems of La, Nd, Gd, Dy and Lu have

transition at 276 K [11]. There was also some evidence forbeen studied.
two transitions in the intermediate monoclinic phase alloys
between x50.24 and x50.5, although the evidence was
quite weak for the upper transition in the alloys [10],
except for x50.5 [Gd (Si Ge )] where it is quite clear5 2 2

ranging from 47 K for Gd Ge to 7 K for Er Ge . For the [11]. More recently Morellon et al. [16,17] reported only a5 4 5 4

Gd (Si Ge ) alloys, Ge substitution for Si slowly single transition in Gd (Si Ge ), and that the ferromag-5 x 12x 4 5 1.8 2.2

lowers the Curie temperature from 336 K to |300 K at the netic ordering is accompanied by a crystallographic transi-
50% substitution level [i.e. Gd (Si Ge )]. At the Ge-rich tion. This led to a re-examination of our original data and5 2 2

end, things are more complicated: the high temperature additional measurements. The double transitions in the
antiferromagnetic phase transforms to a ferromagnetic Gd (Si Ge ) alloy are due to the fact that this alloy was a5 2 2

´phase, but both the Neel and Curie temperatures drop two phase sample consisting of the orthorhombic Gd Si -5 4

rapidly (especially the former) as the Si content is de- based terminal solid solution alloy with a magnetic-order-
creased. ing temperature of 299 K, and the monoclinic intermediate

The high Curie temperature of Gd Si was quite attrac- phase with a 276-K ordering temperature.5 4

tive to us in connection with our work on near-room Electric resistance measurements of Gd (Si Ge ) in5 2 2

temperature magnetic refrigeration, because it is about 40 zero magnetic field [18] indicate a single transition which
K higher than that of pure Gd. This is important for two starts upon cooling at |259 K and at |272 K upon
reasons. First, part of our goal is to find better magneto- warming, see Fig. 2. The existence of hysteresis is a
caloric materials than Gd. Second, for some magnetic characteristic of a first-order phase transition. In the
cooling applications the heat rejection temperature (hot presence of an applied field of 4 T the first-order transition
heat exchanger) is well above room temperature and one is shifted upward by |20 K, see Fig. 2, which is consistent
needs a material(s) with a Curie temperature higher than with the heat capacity results [11], and the hysteresis is
that of Gd (294 K) for efficient operation. With this in still about 13 K.
mind we studied the magnetic and thermal properties of A X-ray diffraction study of single crystal Gd (Si Ge )5 2 2

the Gd (Si Ge ) alloys from x50 to x51. Basically we at 163, 243 and 292 K shows that the high temperature5 x 12x 4

confirmed the results of Holtzberg et al. [4] for the Si-rich paramagnetic monoclinic phase transforms to the low
alloys (x.0.5), and partially confirmed those for the Ge- temperature ferromagnetic orthorhombic phase between
rich alloys (x#0.2) [10]. But to our amazement, when we 243 and 292 K [19]. This is quite interesting since the low
measured the properties for the intermediate monoclinic temperature phase has a higher symmetry than the high
phase, we discovered that these alloys (for 0.24#x#0.5) temperature, which is the opposite of what is normally
have significantly larger magnetocaloric effects, 50 to observed for other polymorphic systems. Furthermore, the
200% better than any known material, when compared at low temperature phase has the same basic structure as that
their respective Curie temperatures [10,11]. This behavior of the two-end members, i.e. Gd Si and Gd Ge . There5 4 5 4

is called the ‘giant magnetocaloric effect.’ Alloying studies are, however, considerable differences in some of the
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Fig. 2. Temperature dependence of the electrical resistance of Gd (Si Ge ) on cooling and heating in zero and 4-T magnetic fields (H).5 2 2

(Si,Ge)–(Si,Ge) bond pairs in the three phases. While all
three structures are built from essentially the same infinite
[Ge X ] slabs, no (Si,Ge)–(Si,Ge) bond pairs exist be-5 4

tween the slabs in Gd Ge (the true Sm Ge structure),5 4 5 4

four sets of Si–Si bond pairs per unit cell are found in
Gd Si , and only two sets of (Si,Ge)–(Si,Ge) bond pairs5 4

exist in the monoclinic Gd (Si Ge ) phase [5,19].5 2 2

Additional magnetic and heat capacity measurements on
the silicon-rich Gd (Si Ge ) , x.0.5 have been made to5 x 12x 4

characterize the magnetocaloric properties of these materi-
als. Although the magnetocaloric properties are somewhat
lower than that of Gd, they are still the largest known for
materials which order magnetically between 300 and 340
K, and thus will be useful materials for magnetic refrigera-
tion /heat pump applications.

Based on the above noted results, we have revised the
magnetic phase diagram of the Gd Si –Gd Ge pseudo-5 4 5 4

binary system, as shown in Fig. 3. The Gd Ge terminal5 4

solid solution region (0#x#0.2) is the least understood.
The lowest temperature phase (T,T ) appears to beC

ferromagnetic, while the region between T and T mayN C

be ferrimagnetic or antiferromagnetic. Furthermore, we do
not know if there is a crystallographic phase transition
associated with the magnetic transition at T .C

Fig. 3. Magnetic phase diagram of Gd (Si Ge ) . The transition5 x 12x 4

temperature for x50.45 was taken from Morellon et al. [16,17]. The
3. Other R (Si Ge ) systems5 x 12x 4abbreviations in the figure have the following meanings: para5

paramagnetic, ferro5ferromagnetic, ferri5ferrimagnetic, and antiferro5

We have expanded our studies of some of the otherantiferromagnetic.
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lanthanide R (Si Ge ) alloy systems to (1) obtain a essentially constant with g53.060.5 mJ/mol5 x 12x 4
2baseline of the non-magnetic behaviors of these alloy La (Si,Ge) K , and similarly for the four Lu (Si,Ge)0.55 0.45 5 4

2systems, and (2) to see if the unique properties of the phases with g51.260.3 mJ/mol Lu (Si,Ge) K . On0.55 0.45

monoclinic Gd (Si Ge ) phase also exists for other a per gram-atom R basis, the g values are 5.460.9 and5 x 12x 4
2lanthanides. 2.260.5 mJ/g-at R K , respectively, which are on the low

side of being typical for a rare earth-based material. The uD

values vary in a systematic manner as might be expected
3.1. Lanthanum and lutetium R (Si Ge ) systems from the atomic masses and atomic volumes of the5 x 12x 4

constituent atoms. The value of u decreases from Si-richD

X-ray diffraction studies confirm the reported crystal phase to the Ge-rich phase, i.e. from 239627 for La Si to5 4

structures for the binary R Si and R Ge phases for 198610 K for La Ge , and from 262630 for Lu Si to5 4 5 4 5 4 5 4

R5La and Lu, i.e. the tetragonal Zr Si -type for La Si 21564 K for Lu Ge , and increases when La is replaced5 4 4 4 5 4

and the orthorhombic Sm Ge -type for La Ge , Lu Si by Lu in the corresponding phases.5 4 5 4 5 4

and Lu Ge (see Fig. 1). Intermediate compositions be- The magnetic susceptibility of La Ge is quite small,5 4 5 4
26 26tween the respective end members shows that the Zr Si - (0.3460.02)310 emu/g Oe [(6764)310 emu/g-at.5 4

type structure extends from pure La Si to a composition La Oe], and it is essentially constant from 5 to 300 K, i.e.5 4

between La (Si Ge ) and La (SiGe ), and the Sm Ge - it behaves as a Pauli paramagnet. The value of magnetic5 2 2 5 3 5 4

type structure extends from at least La (SiGe ) to the pure susceptibility is about what one would expect from the5 3
26binary La Ge , see Fig. 1. In the case of Lu Si –Lu Ge value of electronic specific heat constant, i.e. 743105 4 5 4 5 4

pseudo-binary system all of the alloys examined have the emu/g-at. La Oe.
orthorhombic Sm Ge -type structure.5 4

The heat capacities of the R Si , R (Si Ge ),5 4 5 2 2

R (SiGe ) and R Ge for R5La and Lu have been 3.2. Nd (Si Ge ) system5 3 5 4 5 x 12x 4

measured from 3.5 to 350 K. These data can be used to
estimate the electronic and lattice contributions to the heat X-ray analysis of the Nd (Si Ge ) alloys show that5 x 12x 4

capacities of the magnetic lanthanide phases by taking the the binary alloys Nd Si and Nd Ge have the tetragonal5 4 5 4

appropriate pro-rated heat capacities of the corresponding Zr Si -type structure and the orthorhombic Sm Ge -type5 4 5 4

La and Lu phases to mimic the particular R element, e.g. structure, respectively. However, when 25% of the Si is
50% of La Si 150% of Lu Si will give the estimated replaced by Ge, i.e. Nd (Si Ge) this composition has the5 4 5 4 5 3

electronic and lattice heat capacities of Gd Si . Subtracting orthorhombic Sm Ge -type structure. This is consistent5 4 5 4

this value will then yield the purely magnetic contribution with literature, where both structures (tetragonal and
to the heat capacity of Gd Si . The magnetic heat capaci- orthorhombic) have been reported for Nd Si , and a small5 4 5 4

ties of the various alloys will be reported on in a future amount of an impurity (Ge, or other element) could
paper. Fitting the low temperature,,10 K, heat capacity to stabilize the orthorhombic phase. Further additions of Ge,

2the standard linear C /T vs. T plot yields the electronic i.e. Nd (Si Ge ) stabilizes the monoclinic Gd (Si Ge )-5 2 2 5 2 2
2specific heat constant, g, from the intercept at T 50, and type structure. At the Nd (SiGe ) composition both phases5 3

the Debye temperature, u , from the slope of this straight (the monoclinic and orthorhombic) co-exist. These resultsD

line plot. The g values for the four La (Si,Ge) alloys are are summarized in Fig. 1.5 4

Table 1
aMagnetic properties of some Nd (Si Ge ) alloys5 x 12x 4

Composition Structure T u p 2DSC p eff m

(K) (m ) (J /kg K)B
bM xac

(K) (K)

Nd Si Tetra. 71 – 74.0 3.39 8.35 4

Nd (Si Ge) Ortho. 124 122 122.6 3.15 6.45 3

Nd (Si Ge ) Monocl. 65 64 61.6 4.27 5.65 2 2

Nd (SiGe ) Two phase 52, 61 – 58.1 3.41 4.1, 4.25 3
c dNd Ge Ortho. 55 5361 52.1 3.55 6.45 4

a Ferrimagnetic Curie temperature (T ), paramagnetic Curie temperature (u ), effective magnetic moment per Nd atom ( p ), and magnetocaloric effectC p eff

at T (2DS ).C m
b From magnetization measurements.
c T 555 K from heat capacity measurements.C
d Average value from measurements made on two different apparati.
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The magnetization and dc magnetic susceptibility were
measured on all five of the Nd (Si Ge ) alloys from 4.25 x 12x 4

to 325 K. The results are summarized in Table 1. All of the
compounds obey the Curie–Weiss law from slightly above
their Curie temperatures (T ) to 325 K, and the effectivec

moments are in good agreement with the theoretical value
31for a Nd ion (3.62 m ). The paramagnetic CurieB

temperatures are in excellent agreement with the ferrimag-
netic ordering temperatures as obtained from magneti-
zation isotherms (M) and ac magnetic susceptibility (x ).ac

The magnetocaloric effect (2DS ) is small, about half ofm

that of DyAl [20]. But these values are not unreasonable2

if one considers that the theoretical magnetic entropy of
Nd is |17% smaller than that of Dy, and also if these
alloys are ferrimagnets. Neutron-scattering measurements
confirm that Nd Ge has a canted ferrimagnetic structure5 4

[21]. As seen in Table 1 the magnetization measurements
confirm the existence of two phases, with one phase
ordering at 52 K and the other at 61 K for Nd (SiGe ).5 3

Three unusual features have been observed in these
alloys. The first is that the Curie temperature of the
Nd (Si Ge) (orthorhombic Gd Si -type) phase is about 505 3 5 4

K higher than those of the other compositions which lie
fairly close to a straight line connecting the T values ofC

Nd Si and Nd Ge (see Fig. 4). This high value is5 4 5 4

consistent with what is observed in the Gd (Si Ge )5 x 12x 4

Fig. 5. Curie or Neel temperatures of the Dy (Si Ge ) alloys.5 x 12x 4

[5,10,11] and Dy (Si Ge ) [22] systems. In all of the5 x 12x 4

systems the compositions which have significantly higher
Curie temperatures are always associated with the phases
that have all four (Si,Ge)–(Si,Ge) bond pairs per unit cell,
i.e. the orthorhombic Gd Si -type structure. Those com-5 4

positions which have only two (Si,Ge)–(Si,Ge) bond pairs
[the monoclinic Gd (Si Ge )-type structure] or no5 2 2

(Si,Ge)–(Si,Ge) bond pairs [the orthorhombic Gd Ge -5 4

type structure] order magnetically at much lower tempera-
tures, see Figs. 3 and 5, and also below. The influence of
the (Si,Ge)–(Si,Ge) bond pairs on the magnetic-ordering
temperature is truly unique. Apparently the electrons from
the broken covalent-like (Si,Ge)–(Si,Ge) pairs become part
of the metallic conduction band and these additional
electrons modify (reduce the strength of) the RKKY
interaction, which is responsible for the nature of the
magnetic ordering, and thus lower the magnetic ordering
temperatures for the monoclinic, orthorhombic Sm Ge -5 4

type and tetragonal phases.
The second is that the magnetocaloric effect observed in

the monoclinic phase Nd (Si Ge ) is typical of that of a5 2 2

second order magnetic transition, it does not seem to have
the characteristics of a first order magnetic phase transi-

Fig. 4. Curie temperatures of the Nd (Si Ge ) alloys. tion, like that in Gd (Si Ge ) [11], or in Dy (Si Ge) [22,5 x 12x 4 5 2 2 5 3
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Debye temperature are g52.661.5 mJ/mol Nd Ge0.55 0.45
2K and u 5199614 K. These values are almost identicalD

with the g and u values for La Ge .D 5 4

3.3. Dy (Si Ge ) system5 x 12x 4

The Dy (Si Ge ) system [22] is the second most5 x 12x 4

studied R Si –R Ge pseudo-binary system, after that of5 4 5 4

Gd Si –Ge Ge . The Dy (Si Ge ) system is quite5 4 5 4 5 x 12x 4

similar to that of the Gd (Si Ge ) alloys, see Fig. 1,5 x 12x 4

except the various phase regions are shifted closer to the
Dy Si -end. The magnetic ordering temperatures follow a5 4

similar pattern in both systems, compare Figs. 3 and 5,
except the ordering temperatures are much lower for the
Dy (Si Ge ) system, which is consistent with the5 x 12x 4

2deGennes factor, J(J11)( g21) , of the specific lanthanide
ion.

To date the heat capacity as a function of temperature in
various applied magnetic fields has been measured on only
one alloy in the Dy (Si Ge ) system — that of5 x 12x 4

Dy (Si Ge ). The resultant magnetocaloric effect — the5 3.5 0.5

magnetic entropy change (2DS ) and the adiabatic tem-m

perature rise (DT ) — are shown in Figs. 7a and 7b,ad

respectively. These values are compared with Gd (SiGe )5 3

which orders at about the same temperature. It is evident
that both 2DS and DT are significantly (approximatelym ad

by a factor of 2) smaller in the Dy (Si Ge ) compound.Fig. 6. Dc magnetic susceptibility vs. temperature for Nd Si , 5 3.5 0.55 4

Nd (Si Ge) and Nd Ge . The inset shows the 10-K magnetization The comparison, however, is not too meaningful since the5 3 5 4

isotherm. Dy alloy undergoes a second-order magnetic transition at
|132 K while the Gd material undergoes a first-order
magnetic transition at |140 K which gives rise to the giant
magnetocaloric effect. A more meaningful comparison
would be between compositions both of which exhibit a

and also see below], which gives rise to the giant magneto- first order magnetic transition and have approximately the
caloric effect. Additional studies are being planned to same magnetic ordering temperature. Such a comparison is
confirm the absence of the first-order transition in shown in Fig. 8, where the 2DS values are compared form

Nd (Si Ge ). Dy (Si Ge) and Gd (Si Ge ), which order at |66 and5 2 2 5 3 5 0.33 3.67

The third is the unusual behavior of dc magnetic |70 K, respectively. In this case the peak magnetocaloric
susceptibility (measured at the plateau of the magnetization effect of Dy (Si Ge) is only 28% less than that of5 3

isotherms) below the Curie temperature for Nd Ge (55 K) Gd (Si Ge ), compared to 55% in the case of5 4 5 0.33 3.67

relative to the other compositions of the Nd (Si Ge ) Dy (Si Ge ) vs. Gd (SiGe ) (see Fig. 7a). The low5 x 12x 4 5 3.5 0.5 5 3

pseudo-binary, see Fig. 6. The magnetic susceptibility is value for Dy (Si Ge) compound is disappointing because5 3
31considerably smaller than those of other alloys (only two theoretical magnetic entropy for a Dy ion is |33% larger

31of which are shown in Fig. 6). This may be related to the than that of a Gd ion. However, there appears to be
canted ferrimagnetic structure in Nd Ge [21]. Further- some sort of magnetic ordering occurring at |15 K, which5 4

more, as shown in the inset Nd Ge exhibits a metamag- is evident as magnetocaloric peak at this low temperature,5 4

netic transition at |3 T at 10 K. see Figs. 7 and 8. This second ordering would utilize some
The absence of a strong magnetic moment in Nd Ge at of the magnetic entropy and thus there would be less5 4

|4 K, is also consistent with the heat capacity results on available at the higher ordering temperature resulting in the
this phase. The low-temperature heat capacity exhibits the lower magnetocaloric effects seen in the two

2typical non-magnetic C /T vs. T behavior below 10 K Dy (Si Ge ) alloys. More information about the struc-5 x 12x 4

with no evidence for a magnetic contribution to the heat tural, magnetic and thermal properties of the
capacity. The resultant electronic specific heat constant and Dy (Si Ge ) alloys can be found in Ref. [22].5 x 12x 4
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Fig. 7. The magnetocaloric effect vs. temperature of Dy (Si Ge ) and Gd (SiGe ) as obtained from heat capacity measurements: (a) the magnetic5 3.5 0.5 5 3

entropy change, and (b) the adiabatic temperature rise.

4. Magnetic refrigeration

4.1. Proof-of-principle apparatus

In the past three years we (the Ames Laboratory /As-
tronautics Corporation of America) have demonstrated that
magnetic refrigeration is a viable competitive technology
to gas compression refrigeration for near room temperature
applications such as air conditioning, refrigerators / freezers
[23–26]. We have designed, constructed and operated a
near-room temperature proof-of-principle laboratory ap-
paratus, which operated at magnetic fields between 1.5 and
5 T [24]. We have achieved (1) a record cooling power of
600 watts, which is 100 times larger than any other
near-room temperature refrigerator; (2) a coefficient of
performance, COP (the cooling power divided by the work
input) of 16, which compares to about 2.5 for a typical
vapor cycle apparatus; (3) a maximum efficiency of 60%
of Carnot; (4) a maximum temperature span (the tempera-
ture difference between the cold and hot heat exchangers)
of 388C; and (5) a record longevity, it operated over an
18-month period for more than 1500 h, maintenance free,
which is several orders of magnitude longer operating timeFig. 8. The magnetocaloric effect vs. temperature of Dy (Si Ge) and5 3

compared to previous magnetic refrigerators which oper-Gd (Si Ge ) as obtained from magnetization measurements.5 0.33 3.67
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ated for a few hours or a day or two at the most. The (Si,Ge)–(Si,Ge) bond pairs in alloys which crystallize in
cooling power of the Ames Laboratory /Astronautics re- the orthorhombic Gd Si -type structure. The third unusual5 4

frigerator was provided by 3 kg of a commercial grade of behavior is the anomalous electronic and magnetic be-
0.3-mm diameter Gd spheres. The proof-of-principle re- haviors of Nd Ge at low temperature. Finally, the mag-5 4

frigerator is located at Astronautics’ Technology Center in netocaloric effect in Si-rich Gd (Si Ge ) alloys (x.5 x 12x 4

Madison, WI, USA. 0.5) is the largest known such effect for materials which
order between 300 and 340 K.

It is quite likely that other surprises are in store for us as
4.2. R (Si Ge ) magnetic refrigerants we expand our studies to other lanthanide R (Si Ge )5 x 12x 4 5 x 12x 4

phases since to date we have only tapped into this
The Gd (Si Ge ) alloy, which has a magnetocaloric scientifically rich series of pseudo-binary systems, espe-5 2 2

effect (DT ) which is 30% larger than that of Gd with a cially with respect to their crystallographic, magnetic andad

magnetic ordering temperature |20 K below that of Gd thermal behaviors.
[11], has considerable promise as the next generation
magnetic refrigerant. The improvement over existing
prototype magnetic refrigerants is even better as the
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